
Jeg er personlig i kontakt med verdens førende producenter løbende. De dækker op til 90 %. 

 

Opdatering af hvad de forskellige Ink producenter kan tilbyde her I 3 Nov. 2021: 

 

3 Nov.. 2021. I AM INK.   Kommer 100 % sikker i Shoppen i Nov. 

 

 

25 okt. 2021. Wold Famous Ink. 

Hi Per  

NOTHING AVAILABLE YET. From World Famous and Perma Blend some colors will change, some will be 

withdrawn at all. The producer is already working on creating new colors that comply with the new 

regulations. We will probably receive the first delivery of new or changed colors in October or November. 

We will be ready for 2022. World Famous want to create equivalents for all colors. We do not know yet 

whether these will be new names or just to each colors name they will add the word "Deluxe" or "Luxe. 

Regards  Wold Famous Ink.  

25 Okt. 2021. Fusion Ink. 

Morning Per 

My replies are against your original questions below – not a great situation but we will you know as 

information is released 

1. What is the status of Fusion do they come up with some alternatives which are legal.  ??????? 

CURRENTLY BEING WORKED ON WE WILL LET YOU KNOW AS SOON AS WE HAVE NEWS 

2. When can they be bought now or when?????? NOTHING AVAILABLE YET WE WILL LET EVERYONE 

KNOW AS SOON AS THINGS CHANGE. WE HAVE BEEN TOLD THERE WILL 12 MONTHS GRACE TO 

SELL/USE STOCK 

 

Regards Josie Gibson (Mrs)  Director 

25 Okt. 2021. Eternal Ink. 

Hi Per, 

NOTHING AVAILABLE YET. Hope you’re doing well Eternal will be releasing a statement shortly regarding 

the REACH inks. It sounds like they are releasing a new ink set that will meet these new laws. However, 

most suppliers are likely to keep selling old style. 

Kind Regards Francis Robinson   International Studio & Wholesale Manager 

 

 



 

 

25 Okt. 2021. Edding International Ink. 

Dear Per, 

NOTHING AVAILABLE YET.  But we know that time is scarce and are on the topic. Unfortunately, today, I 

cannot give you any further information or samples or prices yet, the covid lockdowns in Germany also 

affected our work. I give you update as soon I have. Thanks for your patience, Kind regards Gregor 

25 okt. 2021. Intenze Ink. 

Hi Per  i have asked this question   here are the replies i have had from intenze  

Hi Allan/Per,  

NOTHING AVAILABLE YET   By the 4. January 2022 not one of the existing Tattoo Colors can be used of sold 

within the EU. Everything has to be changed …. like Labels and Ingredients and so on. Our chemists are 

working under high pressure to do the reformulation. As soon as we will have the Test results from CTL, we 

can say for sure which colors (color shades) are compliant for 2022. As long as we do not have the written 

(„passed “) test result in our hand it makes no sense to send out rumors. At the moment my information is 

that our production will start soon with the new labels in the 24 European languages. All other 

information’s i can send out as soon as i will get any official statements from Mario.And if your customers 

would check Eternal or World Famous homepage……they could read the statements of them …..“we are 

working on it……waiting for test results……..and so on…..but not 1 is having a REACH conform products out 

on the market now and / or you can find an image of any new products !!!! 

Many Thx Michi  Michael Hernesz 

Vice President 

INTENZE Products Europe 

 

3 Nov.. 2021. I AM INK.   Kommer i Shoppen i Nov.. 

Hello Per. 

 

25 Okt. 2021. Solid Ink + Silverback Ink. 

Har kun oplyst de omformulerer deres produkter, ingen dato på hvornår de er  kan levere. 

 

 

 

 


